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INFORMATION

You have just bought a Peugeot vehicle. 

We would like to thank you for purchasing one of our 
products. 

Please take some time to read this manual carefully 
before using the vehicle. 

This user manual should always be kept in the boot of the 
vehicle. It contains instructions for use, checks and 
maintenance of the vehicle, and important safety 
instructions intended to protect the user and third parties 
against accidents. 

It will give you plenty of advice on how to keep your 
vehicle in full working order. 

Your authorised dealer is familiar with all the vehicle's 
characteristics and has genuine spare parts and specific 
tools. He can advise you and service your vehicle in the 
best conditions according to the established service 
schedule to ensure that you can enjoy driving it in 
complete safety. 

SAFETY ADVICE

An inexperienced user should familiarise him/herself with 
the vehicle before starting to drive on the road. You are 
strongly advised not to lend your vehicle to an 
inexperienced rider. 

To ride a motorbike or trike, you are required by law to 
hold a licence or to have completed specific training with 
a professional, depending on the applicable legislation 
and based on engine capacity. 

Both the user and passenger are required to wear an 
approved helmet. You are also advised to wear gloves 
and goggles, and light-coloured or reflective clothing 
adapted to riding a motorbike or trike. In some countries, 
the applicable legislation may not authorise 
transportation of a passenger, and elsewhere it may 
oblige motorcycle users to contract a civil liability 
insurance policy to protect third parties and the 
passenger against potential damage or injury resulting 
from an accident. 

Driving whilst under the influence of alcohol, drugs or 
certain medicines is inexcusable and dangerous for 
yourself and others. 

Excessive speed is an important factor in many accidents. 
You must observe the road signs and signals and adapt 
your speed to the weather conditions. 

Luggage carriers and paniers approved by PEUGEOT 
SCOOTERS are available as options. (depending on the 
model). The assembly instructions must be complied 
with and the maximum permissible load (3 to 5 kg 
depending on the equipment) must not be exceeded. 

The engine and the exhaust system components can 
reach very high temperatures. When parking your 
vehicle, be careful to avoid contact with inflamable 
materials which could cause a fire or with parts of the 
body which could result in serious burns. 

Mounting adaptable parts that have not been approved by 
PEUGEOT SCOOTERS, which alter the technical 
characteristics or performances of the vehicle is 
forbidden. Any modification will invalidate the warranty 
and the vehicle will no longer be in compliance with the 
version approved by the appropriate services. 

The vehicle identification data required under Directive 
97/24/EC features on the control label placed on the 
vehicle. It represents a measure against tampering with 
mopeds and light motorcycles. 
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CHARACTERISTICS

METROPOLIS

Official type-approval code X1AAAA

Dimensions in mm

Length 2152

Width 775

Height 1450

Wheelbase 1555

Weight in kg

Unladen weight 256

In working order 265

Authorised maximum. 
Total weight of the vehicle, 
the user, the passenger, 
the accessories and 
luggage

455

Capacities in litres

Engine oil after oil change 2

Relay box oil 0.25

Coolant 2

Fuel tank Lead-free petrol 13.5

Engine

Type

4-stroke single-cylinder
Fluid cooling system

Indirect electronic injection. 
Catalytic

Cubic capacity 400

Bore x stroke in mm 84 X 72

Suspension

Front

Deformable parallelogram 
with double wishbone

(Dual Tilting Wheels (DTW))
Single shock absorber

Travel: 120 mm

Rear Adjustable shock absorbers
Travel: 91 mm

Tyres dimensions

Front 120/70-12

Charge and minimum 
speed ratings 27 N

Rear 140/70-14

Charge and minimum 
speed ratings 66 N

Pressure in bars

Front 1.6 bars

Rear 2.4 bars

Lighting

Headlights (x2) 12V - 60/55W

"Side light" bulbs LED

Daytime lights
(DRL) Daytime Running 
Light

LED

Indicator bulbs
- Front
- Rear

LED
LED

Rear light LED

Number plate light (x2) 12V - 5W

Storage compartment 
lighting (x2) 12V - 5W

Resistive spark plug

NGK CPR8EB / CPR9EB

Battery

Maintenance-free batteries
12V - 12Ah

 YUASA YT14B-BS
LOECH EBX14-BS
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INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
INSTRUCTIONS

Specific information is indicated by the following symbols: 

Möbius band
Recyclable. 

Means that the product or the package can be 
recycled. 

Irritant
The product can irritate the skin, eyes and 
respiratory organs. 

Avoid contact with skin and clothes. Wear 
gloves, safety glasses and appropriate clothing such as 
a cotton overall. Do not breath fumes. If in contact, wash 
thoroughly with water. 

Flammable
Keep it away from any flame or heat source 
(barbecue, radiator, heating, etc.). Do not 
leave the product in the sun. 

Corrosive
The product can damage living tissues or other 
surfaces. 

Avoid contact with skin and clothes. Wear 
gloves, safety glasses and appropriate clothing such as 
a cotton overall. Do not breath fumes. If in contact, wash 
thoroughly with water. 

Explosive
Avoid impacts, friction, sparks and heat. 

Hazardous to the environment
The product affects fauna and flora. Do not 
dump it in dustbins, sinks or in the 
environment. The ideal solution is to bring this 

product to your nearest household waste recycling 
centre. 

Toxic
The product can seriously affect health if it is 
inhaled, ingested or in contact with skin. Avoid 
direct contact with the body, even by 

inhalation. If you feel unwell, seek medical advice 
immediately. 

Do not throw away into a garbage can
One of the product's component is toxic and 
can be hazardous to environment. Do not 
throw the used product in the dustbin. Take it 

back to the trader or to a specific waste disposal site. 

People's safety
Operation that can be dangerous for people. 

People's safety can be seriously affected if the 
recommendations are not fully respected. 

Important
Operation that can be hazardous to the 
vehicle. 

Indicate the specific procedures that shall be 
followed in order not to damage the vehicle. 

Note
Gives key information concerning operation of 
the vehicle. 

PRODUCTS TO USE 

Fuel

Unleaded 95 or 98

Engine oil

SAE 5W40 Synthetic API SL/SJ

Relay box oil

SAE 80W90 API GL4 

Brake fluid

DOT 4

Coolant

Liquid PEUGEOT
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DESCRIPTION OF THE VEHICLE

1. Instrument panel
2.

Adjustable windshield
3. Brake fluid level
4. Right brake lever (Secondary brake)
5. Daytime lights (DRL. Daytime Running Light)
6. Brake pedal (integral brake)
7. Folding passenger footrests
8. Engine oil gauge
9. Adjustable shock absorber
10. Emergency storage compartment opening control
11. Rear storage compartment
12. Passenger saddle and grab handle
13. Front storage compartment
14. Rider saddle
15. Aspherical rear view mirrors
16. Coolant level
17. Lockable glove compartment/Chassis markings/

Manufacturer's plate
18. Utility hanger
19. Storage compartment/Accessory socket 12V
20. Fuel tank cap
21. Battery/Fuses
22. Adjustable backrest
23. Button for opening rear storage compartment
24. Engine number
25. Central stand
26. Left brake lever (integral brake)

9

8

12

12

13 14

19

22

257

24

678

5

2

15

15
3

3

26

4

1

20 21

16

17

18

23

11

10
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DESCRIPTION OF THE VEHICLE

1. Instrument panel
2.

Select key "MODE"
3. Light button
4. Throttle
5. System control anti-tilting
6. Starter switch/Emergency stop button
7. Key Smart-Key
8. Rotating knob
9. Hazard warning lights switch
10. Opening control for front storage compartment
11. Opening control for rear storage compartment
12. Horn switch
13. Indicators switch
14. Dipped lights/Headlights switch
15. Light flashing button
16. Parking brake control
17. Attachment for Smartphone bracket (Accessory)

5

4
3

2

1

6
8

9 710

17

11

12

13

15

16

14
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INSTRUMENTS

The instrument panel initializes itself every time the 
ignition is switched on. A function test of the display unit 
segments and lighting of all indicator lights are 
performed automatically. The needles on the 
speedometer and rev counter swing across the dials 
once and then return to zero. 

1 - Speedometer. 
• Double-scale speedometer showing kilometers and 

miles. 

2 - Right-Left indicator warning light/Hazard warning 
light indicator. 

• The instrument panel is equipped with one indicator 
warning light per side. A buzzer reminds the driver of 
the direction indicators. 

If an indicator is faulty, the frequency at which 
the warning light and the other indicator flash 
increases to warn the driver there is a problem. 

•The buzzer only works with the hazard 
warning lights if the ignition is turned on. 

3 - Revolution counter. 
• The analog rev counter shows the speed of rotation of 

the engine. 

4 - Electronic immobiliser dissuasion light. 
• When the engine is off, the light flashes regularly to 

indicate that the anti-theft system is activated; this is 
the deterrent function.. 

• To save the battery, the deterrent tell-tale lamp goes off 
if the vehicle is not used for over 48 hours. 

5 - Injection system diagnostic warning light. 
• The warning light comes on up when the ignition is 

switched on to check it is operating correctly. If the 
indicator light flashes or remains on, you are advised 
to ride at low speed to the nearest authorised dealer to 
have the system checked. 

6 - Open compartment warning light. 
• If the warning light comes on, this indicates one of the 

storage compartments is not closed. 

7 - Electric parking brake warning light. 
• If the warning light is lit, the parking brake is on. 

When the parking brake is on, the engine 
speed is limited to 2500 rpm.

The parking brake cannot be engaged if the 
vehicle is moving at over 3 km/h. 

The warning light flashes to indicate a fault in 
the system. In this case, the engine speed is 
limited to 2500 km/h.

In case of malfunction of the parking brake 
when engaged or a battery fault, a manual 
release procedure is possible to allow the 
vehicle to be moved. See chapter: Repair 
procedures.

8 - Indicator Anti-tilting.

• For handling purposes, the vehicle has a hinge on the 
front wheels allowing the two front wheels to tilt while 
remaining parallel when taking a bend. 

• The anti-tilting system is used to lock this hinge and 
thus stabilise the vehicle when it is moving at slow 
speed or park the vehicle without using the stand. 

• If the warning light is permanently on, this indicates that 
the anti-tilting system is locked. 

• If the warning light flashes slowly at slow speed this 
indicates that the systm can be locked. 

If the warning light flashes quickly, there is a 
fault in the system. In this case, the engine 
speed is limited to 2500 km/h.

In case of malfunction of the anti-tilting system 
when locked or a battery fault, the hinge can 
be released manually. See chapter: Repair 
procedures. 

9 - Dipped beam warning light. 

10 - High beam warning light. 

11 - Oil pressure indicator light. 
• The indicator light goes on with the ignition and turns off 

when the engine has started. If the warning light 
comes on intermittently or remains on, you are advised 
to stop the vehicle and check the engine oil level. If the 
level is correct, have the vehicle checked by an 
approved dealer.

12 - Multi-function display / On-board computer. 

13 - Display control knob. 
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DISPLAY FUNCTIONS

1. Clock. 
2. Engine temperature gauge. 
3. Tyre pressure monitoring. 
4. Battery charge indicator. 
5. Outside temperature gauge. 
6. On-board computer. 
7. Maintenance indicator. 
8. Fuel gauge/Fuel reserve gauge. 
A.Display control knob. 

1 - Clock. 
The clock can only be adjusted in the odometer position 
using the settings button (A). 

• Pressing the settings button for longer than 3 seconds 
causes the two figures for the hours to flash. 

- Set the time by successive pushes on the control 
button. 

• Pressing the settings button for longer than 3 seconds 
causes the tens figure for the minutes to flash. 

- Change the tens figure for the minutes by successive 
presses on the settings button. 

• Pressing the settings button for longer than 3 seconds 
causes the units figure for the minutes to flash. 

- Press the settings button for more than 3 seconds to 
validate the clock setting. 

2 - Engine temperature gauge. 
The operating temperature is 
indicated by the display of 
6 segments; the min. and max. 
levels are indicated by the letters C 
and H in segments 1 and 6. 

The high temperature warning is 
indicated by the 6 segments 
flashing simultaneously with the 
"temperature" symbol (t) and the 
letter H. You are advised to switch 
of the engine and check the coolant 

level after it has cooled down. If the level is correct, have 
the vehicle checked by an approved dealer.

3 - Tyre pressure monitoring. 
The tyre pressure monitoring system is a system which 
automatically checks the tyre pressure. 

Each wheel has a sensor fitted in the inflation valve which 
periodically measures the tyre pressure. The system 
informs the driver that the tyres are sufficiently inflated 
and warns him/her if the pressure is insufficient of if there 
is a leak. 

The tyre pressure monitoring system is a 
driving aid and is not a substitute for vigilance 
or the driver's responsibility. 

Each of the wheels on the 
vehicle is represented by a 
symbol. 

a.Front right wheel. 
b.Front left wheel. 
c.Rear wheel. 

If a symbol flashes, the tyre 
pressure in question is less than: 

• 1.3 bars for the front wheels. 
• 2.1 bars for the rear wheel. 

Check the tyre pressure as soon as possible. 

This check must be carried out cold. 

If a symbol goes out with an audible beep, the 
diagnostic function has detected an 
abnormality in the system for the tyre in 
question. The system must be checked by an 
approved dealer. 

The tyre pressure monitoring system may be 
temporarily disturbed by radio emissions of a 
nearby frequency. 

8 2

4

3

6 5
A

7

1

t

a 

b 

 c
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4 - Battery charge indicator. 
- If the battery charge indicator flashes when moving, 

you are advised to have the battery charge system 
checked by an approved dealer. 

5 - Outside temperature gauge. 
-The temperature shown is that 
read on the front of the vehicle. 
-The "risk of black ice" symbol 
comes on as soon as the 
temperature falls below3°C (v).

6 - Maintenance indicator. 
- The maintenance indicator appears on the display 

each time a service recommended by the 
manufacturer is due. The frequency is calculated by 
the on-board computer. 

• Maintenance frequency: 10000 km. 

7 - Fuel gauge/Fuel reserve gauge. 
-When the fuel tank is full all the 
segments of the fuel gauge are 
lit. 
-The fuel reserve gauge 
corresponds to the two last 
segments (r) which show two 
reserve levels. 
•1st level : the two segments 
flash. 

• 2nd level: the last segment flashes. 

- When the tank is empty, all the segments on the fuel 
gauge are off and the "pump" symbol flashes (p). 

- If all the segments flash, the diagnostic function has 
detected an anomaly on the fuel gauge system. The 
system must be checked by an authorised dealer. 

ON-BOARD COMPUTER

1. Milometer/Tripmeter (TRIP).
2. Autonomy indicator. 
3. Instantaneous consumption indicator/Average 

consumption indicator. 

A.Display control knob. 
B.Select key "MODE". 

-Each time the ignition is 
switched on, the on-board 
computer displays the 
remaining kilometers until 
the next vehicle 
service (m). 
-When the kilometers 
reach zero, the 
maintenance symbol is 
displayed on the multi-
function display (6). 

You are advised to go to an authorised dealer to 
have the vehicle serviced and the message on the 
maintenance indicator erased. 

Milometer. 
- The tripmeter displays and stores the number of kilometres 

travelled by the vehicle. The machine total kilometres 
remains in the memory when the battery is disconnected. 

Tripmeter. 
(TRIP)
- The tripmeter displays and stores the number of kilometers 

travelled during a given period. 
- The vehicle's trip meter remains in the memory even when 

the battery is disconnected. 
Changing from the total distance display to the daily 
distance display. 

- With the ignition on, you can switch between the trip meter 
and the total kilometers meter by a quick press on the 
settings button (A) or by pressing the selection button for 
longer than 3 seconds (MODE (B)).

Resetting the tripmeter. 
- Resetting the tripmeter is done from the TRIP position. 
- With the ignition switched on, the trip meter can only be 

reset by pressing the settings button (A) for longer than 3 
seconds. 

v

p

r

2 3

1

A 

LNCD
LNCD

B

6

m
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Autonomy indicator. 
- The autonomy indicator displays the number of 

kilometers that can be travelled with the fuel remaining 
in the tank according to the average consumption over 
the last kilometers covered. 

- This figure may vary following a change in driving or in 
the relief, resulting in a significant variation in 
instantaneous consumption. 

Instantaneous consumption indicator. 
(L/100)
- The instantaneous consumption indicator displays the 

amount of fuel consumed in the last few seconds. 

Average consumption indicator. 
(AVG)
- The average consumption indicator displays the 

amount of fuel consumed since the last trip meter 
reset. 

Switching from the instantaneous consumption 
indicator to the average consumption indicator. 

- Vehicle stopped or vehicle running. Successive 
pushes on the control button (B) for less than 3 
seconds will allow you scroll the functions. 

CONTROLS AND LIGHTING

Right controls. 

1. Emergency stop button/Starter switch. 
Set the button to this position in case of emergency 
to stop the engine.

If the engine is stopped using the emergency stop button, 
the lighting automatically goes out after 5 minutes.

In this situation switch of the ignition as soon as 
possible to save the battery.

 

Set the button to this position before starting the 
engine. 

Press this button and simultaneously press the 
right or left brake lever to start the engine.

2. System control anti-tilting
Push the switch to this position to lock the front 
axle. The warning light comes on with the emission 
of a long beep.

Push the switch to this position to unlock the front 
axle. The warning light goes off with the emission 
of 2 beeps.

Conditions for locking the front axle
- The speed of the vehicle must be less than 10 km/h 

and the engine speed under 2800 rpm.

Conditions for manual unlocking of the front axle
- With the driver sitting on the saddle, the speed of the 

vehicle must be less than 10 km/h and the engine 
speed must be under 2800 rpm.

If the vehicle is halted with the engine running 
but the parking brake is not on and the driver is 
not sitting on the saddle, do not operate the 

throttle or the anti-tilting switch as this may unlock the 
front axle, which would cause the vehicle to fall over.

Conditions for automatic unlocking of the front axle
The front axle is automatically unlocked if:

- The speed of the vehicle exceeds 11 km/h.
- The engine speed must be greater than 2800 rpm with 

the driver sitting on the saddle.

3. Lighting switch/Daytime lights (DRL. Daytime 
Running Light)

With the ignition on, push the switch to this 
position. The side lights and daytime lights are on.

With the ignition on, push the switch to this 
position. The side lights are on.

According to the position of the switch, the side 
lights/daytime lights go off automatically 30 
seconds after the ignition is switched off.

With the ignition on, according to the position 
of the switch, the lighting goes off 
automatically after 1 minutes if the engine is 

not started.

The headlights light up when the engine is 
started. They go out when the ignition is 
switched off after the vehicle is at a complete 

standstill.

1

2

3

4
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4. Select key "MODE"
Pressing the selection button for longer than 3 seconds 
switches from the total kilometers meter to the trip meter 
and back again. 

Pressing the selection button for less than 3 seconds 
switches from the instantaneous consumption indicator 
to the average consumption indicator and back again. 

Left controls. 

5. Horn switch. 

6. Indicators switch. 
To indicate a change of direction, press the switch: 

• Either to the right. 
• Or to the left. 
To stop the indicators flashing, press the switch. 

7. Dipped light switch/High beam.
This control only operates if the lighting switch on the right 
handlebar is in position .

Push the switch to this position to switch on the 
main beams.

Push the switch to this position to switch on the 
dipped lights.

The headlights come on when the engine is started on the 
last function selected, either main beam or dipped beam. 

The side lights automatically go out 30 seconds after the 
vehicle is at a complete standstill and the ignition is 
switched off. 

If the vehicle is moving at more than 2 km/h after the 
ignition is switched off, the side lights and headlights stay 
on. Under 2 km/h they go out after 30 seconds. 

If the engine is switched off using the emergency stop 
button, the headlights go out immediately after the 
vehicle has come to a complete standstill and the side 
lights go out after 30 seconds. 

In this situation switch of the ignition as soon as 
possible to save the battery. 

8. Light flashing button. 
Press this button to flash the headlights. 

Central controls. 

9. Hazard warning light switch. 
The hazard warning lights can only be switched on with 
the ignition in the "ON" position. 

The hazard warning lights are automatically deactivated 1 
hour after the ignition is switched off to save the battery. 

10. Electric parking brake button. 
Press the button to activate/deactivate the parking brake. 

The warning light comes on on the dashboard to indicate 
that the parking brake is active. 

Conditions for activation of the parking brake. 
- The speed of the vehicle must be less than 3 km/h. 

When the parking brake is on, the engine 
speed is limited to 2500 rpm.

Always engage the electric parking brake 
each time the vehicle is parked. 

5

6

7

8

10

9
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SMART-KEY KEY, ROTATING KNOB AND 
OPENINGS

KEY SMART-KEY

Your vehicle is delivered with: 

• A Smart-Key key including an emergency key. 
• An emergency key. 
• A card with three identical repair codes. 

The Smart-Key key is an 
electronic key which is 
recognised by the system 
within a radius of 1.5 
meters and: 

•Switches on the engine. 
•Unlocks the storage 
compartments and glove 
compartment. 

Do not store the Smart-Key in a place where it 
may be accidently deformed or broken, e.g. if 
you sit down on the Smart-Key you have put in 
the rear pocket of your clothes. 

To avoid any risk of accident of theft, never 
leave the Smart-Key key near the vehicle or in 
one of the storage compartments. 

Emergency key. 
An emergency key is built 
into the key Smart-Key. 

The emergency key is 
only for exceptional use. 
It can be used to unlock 
the rear luggage 
compartment in case of: 

•A fault on the vehicle's 
battery. 

• A faultly battery on the key Smart-Key. 

See chapter: Repair procedures. 
Worn out battery. 

If the battery is worn out, the lighted surround on the 
rotating knob flashes when positioned to ON. 

Changing the battery. 
You are advised to change the battery every 
2 years. 

Battery: CR2032 / 3 volt. 

- Remove the emergency key. 
- Unclip the cover on the key Smart-Key. 

-Remove the worn out 
battery. 
-Fit the new key, 
ensuring it is the right 
way round. 
-Clip the cover on
-Refit the emergency key 
in its housing. 

Replacement or need for additional card. 
In case of loss of if you require another Smart-Key key, 
contact your approved dealer only. 

Up to 5 Smart-Key keys can be registered in the system. 

ROTATING KNOB

If the Smart-Key key is not recognised, the 
rotating knob cannot be turned. It is only 
possible to press the knob. In this case the 

lighted surround flashes quickly for 5 seconds to indicate 
the key is missing. 

The Smart-Key key can be recognised by the system 
within a radius of approximately 1.5 meters. 

1. Rotating knob. 

2. Lighted 
surround (Blue). 

A.stop position. 
Power to the electrical circuit is off. 

Pressing the rotating knob wakes up the system. The 
lighted surround flashes slowly to indicate that the 
Smart-Key key is present. Turn the rotating knob to the 
"ON" position within a maximum of 5 seconds. 

The glove compartment can be opened. 

B.On position. 
Power to the electrical circuit is on. The engine can be 
started. 

With the ignition on, the circuit is automatically 
cut off after 30 seconds if the engine is not 
started. 

C.Steering unlocked. 
Power to the electrical circuit is off. 

Turn the handlebar to the left. Press and turn the rotating 
knob to this position to lock the steering. 

31504

31504

31504
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OPENINGS

Glove box. 
The glove compartment is locked when the 
ignition is switched off. 

The glove compartment 
can be opened using the 
button (A) after electrically 
unlocking it by pressing the 
rotating knob. 

The glove compartment is 
automatically locked when the ignition is 
switched off. 

Storage compartments. 
The storage 
compartments can only 
be opened using the front 
control buttons if the 
Smart-Key key is 
present, with the engine 
running or switched off. 

B.Opening button for front storage compartment. 
C.Button for opening rear storage compartment. 

With the engine off, the 
rear storage 
compartment can also be 
opened using the control 
button (D) located at the 
rear of the vehicle when 
the Smart-Key key is 
present. 

When the vehicle is moving, the storage 
compartment opening buttons are not active. 

EQUIPMENTS

Adjustable windshield. 
This vehicle is fitted with a height-adjustable windshield. 

Procedure: 

- Press simultaneously on the buttons and move the 
windshield up or down according to the desired 
position. 

Release the buttons and gently move the windshield to 
lock it into the notches. 

Storage compartment / Accessory socket. 
A power socket, 12V-
180W maximum, is 
fitted on the left side 
of the glove box.. 

It can be used to 
connect low-voltage devices (mobile phone, 
GPS, etc.). This socket is powered by the 

battery; as a result, the accessory plugged in must be 
disconnected when the engine is off to avoid discharging 
the battery. This socket may also be used to recharge 
the battery using a maintenance charger. 

Utility hanger. 
Located in front of the 
saddle this is used to hang a 
bag weighing not more than 
20 kg. 

A

B C

D

12V
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Adjustable driver's backrest. 
The saddle can be adapted to suit the driver's position. 

Procedure for adjusting the backrest. 
- Open the front storage compartment. 
- Use the male offset wrench (A) to unscrew the 2 

screws (B). 

- Move the backrest forwards or backwards to the 
desired position. 

- Tighten the 2 screws. 
- Fit the male wrench back into its housing. 
- Close the storage compartment. 

Storage compartment lighting. 
This vehicle is fitted with 2 storage compartment lights: 

• A front storage compartment light. 
• A rear storage compartment light. 

The storage compartment lights come on automatically 
when the compartments are opened and switch off 
automatically when they are closed. 

If a compartment 
remains open, the lights 
switch off automatically 
5 minutes after the 
ignition is switched off. 

Storage compartment 
lights can be switched 
off by pressing the on/
off button (2). 

A

B

2
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CHECKS TO PERFORM BEFORE USE

The user must personally ensure that his vehicle is in good 
condition. Certain safety elements may show signs of 
damage even when the vehicle is not used. e.g. prologned 
exposure to bad weather can lead to oxidation in the 
braking system or a pressure drop in the tyres which can 
have serious consequences. In addition to a simple visual 
inspection, it is extremely important to check the following 
points before use. 

These checks only take a few minutes and help 
to keep your vehicle in good condition, for 
optimum use combining reliability and safety. 

If one if the elements in the checklist does not 
work properly, ask your registered dealer to check it and 
have it repaired if necessary before using the vehicle. 

INSPECTION BEFORE SETTING OFF

• Check the fuel level. 
• Check the level of the engine oil. 
• Check the coolant level. 
• Check operation of the lights, flashers, horn, and brake 

light. 
• Check the tyre wear and condition. 
• Check the tyre pressure. 
• Check that the throttle is working properly. 
• Check that the central and side stands can be unfolded 

smoothly. 
• Check that the rear-view mirrors are in the correct position. 
• Check that the brake levers are working and moving 

properly. 
If a brake lever feels soft when you actuate it, 
you must have it immediately checked by an 
authorised dealer. 

ADVICE FOR STARTING UP AND DRIVING

WARNING

Before using the vehicle for the first time, make sure you are 
familiar with all the controls and their respective uses. If you 
are not sure about the functions of any of the controls, your 
registered dealer can answer your questions and give you 
any help you may require. 

As exhaust fumes are toxic, the engine must be started in a 
well-ventilated area. It must never be allowed to run in a 
closed space, even for a short time. 

STARTING THE ENGINE

For greater safety, place the vehicle on its central stand 
before starting the engine. 

• The driver must carry the Smart-Key key on his/her 
person.

• Turn the rotating knob to "ON".
• Ensure that the emergency stop button is in the  

position.
• Wait for the end of the instrument panel self-test.
• Ensure that the throttle is in the OFF position.
• Press one of the brake levers while pressing the starter 

button . Do not press the starter for more than 
10 seconds.

• Release the starter button as soon as the engine starts.
If the engine does not start, release the starter 
button and the brake lever, wait a few seconds 
and try again. 

DRIVING

Starting off
The vehicle is on its stand with the engine running. 

• Hold the handlebar with the left hand and the grab handle 
with the right hand and push the vehicle forwards to fold 
the central stand. 

• Sit on the vehicle. 
• Release the electric parking brake if necessary.
• To start the vehicle, gradually twist the throttle with your 

right hand. 

Accelerating and decelerating

To accelerate, turn the throttle towards (A). To slow down, 
turn the throttle towards (B).

Braking
This vehicle is fitted with an integral braking system. 

This system is controlled by the left hand or right foot and 
facilitates use of the vehicle by acting on the front and rear 
brakes simultaneously. 

The right brake is a secondary service brake which only acts 
on the front brake and supplements the integral braking 
system in case of emergency. 

• Close the throttle. 
• Operate the integral brake by progressively increasing the 

pressure. 
Avoid braking suddenly on wet roads or in 
bends. 

Reduce speed on steep slopes to avoid 
prolonged braking, as overheating will reduce 

braking efficiency. 

BA
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FUEL-FUEL SAVING

The fuel tank should only be filled when the 
engine is completely off and avoiding 
overflowing. 

Fuel dilates when it heats up and may leak 
from the tank under the heat of the engine or 
the sun. 

Any overflows must be wiped up immediately. 

-Open the front storage compartment. 
- Remove the tank cap. 

When filling up with fuel, ensure the end of the nozzle is 
correctly inserted into the filling orifice on the fuel tank. 

To reduce fuel consumption and protect your vehicle's 
mechanics. 

• Avoid using very high revs over very short distances. 
• Do not race the engine when declutched. 
• Ensure that the weight of the user, the passenger, 

luggage and accessories does not exceed the 
maximum authorised load. 

• Switch off the engine, even during a short halt. 

Managing fuel consumption is also a way of personally 
contributing to environmental protection. 

RUNNING IN THE ENGINE

You are advised to maintain a constant speed and avoid 
using the vehicle at more than 80% of its maximum 
speed for the first 500 kilometres. 

After the first 500 kilometres, the speed can be 
progressively increased to reach maximum speed, but 
avoid using this speed for extended periods. 

While the engine is being run in, you are advised not to 
overload the vehicle to avoid the engine operating 
temperature rising above normal. 

The engine will only reach its maximum performance after 
a thousand miles. 

STOPPING THE VEHICLE AND PARKING

Stop the vehicle and switch of the engine by turning the 
rotating knob to "OFF". 

The vehicle should be preferably parked on flat ground. 

- On the central stand or on its wheels with the anti-
tilting system activated. 

Always engage the electric parking brake 
and lock the steering each time the vehicle 
is parked. 

If the vehicle is parked on a steep slope, you are advised 
to engage the electric parking brake, lock the steering 

and lock the wheels against the edge of the pavement as 
shown in the diagram below. 

You are advised not to leave any objects in the 
storage compartments, whatever the value 
(helmet, document-holder, etc.), the 
manufacturer may not be held liable in the 
event of theft or intrusion. Lead-free petrol: 

95 or 98
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REPAIR PROCEDURES

PROCEDURE FOR OPENING STORAGE 
COMPARTMENTS

- Remove the plastic cover at the back right side of the 
vehicle and unlock the rear storage compartment 
using the emergency key. 

- Unlock the front storage compartment by moving the 
lock to the right (B). 

- Open the front storage compartment. 

MANUAL START-UP PROCEDURE

The driver must have the coded repair card. 

1.Open the front storage compartment as 
described above. 

2. Remove the 3 screws from the battery cover using 
the male wrench attached under the saddle. 

3. Move the fuse F10 (5A) from its position to 
position (A). 

4. Press the rotating knob for 10 seconds. The lighted 
surround lights up. 

5.Press the front storage compartment control 
button the number of times corresponding to 
the first figure of the code (Saddle). 

6.Press the rear storage compartment button 
to validate the first figure. The lighted surround 
flashes once (Tailgate). 

7. Press the front storage compartment control button 
the number of times corresponding to the second 
figure of the code. 

8. Press the rear storage compartment button to 
validate the second figure. The lighted surround 
flashes once. 

9. Repeat the same operation for the 3 other figures. 
A zero in the code is represented by no press 
on the front storage compartment button. 
Simply validate using the rear storage 
compartment button. 

- Press on the rotating knob to activate the system and 
turn it to the "ON" position. The lighted surround lights 
up.

- The system is unlocked and the engine can be started. 

If 5 incorrect codes are entered, the 
emergency procedure locks. In this case, 
only the vehicle's Smart-Key key can unlock 
the system. 

If the Smart-Key key is lost, all the anti-theft and injection 
ECUs must be replaced. 

B

5 20 5

F7 F8 F10A
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PROCEDURE FOR MANUAL UNLOCKING OF 
THE ANTI-TILTING SYSTEM

In case of malfunction of the anti-tilting system in the 
locked position or a battery fault, use the flat wrench in 
the front storage compartment to unlock the system 
manually. 

The mechanism of the anti-tilting system is located at the 
front of the vehicle, behind the right wheel. 

- Park the vehicle on its stand. 
- Remove the plastic cover. 
- Using the flat wrench, unscrew the nut (1). 
- Remove the control from its holder. 

If the system detects a fault, the engine 
speed is limited to 2500 rpm.

You are advised to go to an approved dealer 
to have the system checked. 

PROCEDURE FOR MANUAL UNLOCKING OF 
THE PARKING BRAKE

In case of malfunction of the electric parking brake in the 
engaged position or a battery fault, use the flat wrench in 
the front storage compartment to unlock the mechanism 
manually. 

The parking brake mechanism is located at the rear wheel 
of the vehicle. 

- Park the vehicle on its stand. 
- Turn the parking brake adjustment nut sufficiently to be 

able to loosen the control and free rotation of the 
wheel. 

If the system detects a fault, the engine 
speed is limited to 2500 rpm.

You are advised to go to an approved dealer 
to have the system checked. 

1
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MAINTENANCE ADVICE

Ensure that the servicing schedule for your vehicle is 
strictly followed to maintain your contractual 
warranty rights. 

A table of inspections for the maintenance schedule is 
inserted into the maintenance booklet. The registered 
dealer must add his stamp, the date of servicing and the 
number of kilometres the vehicle has covered. 

In order to maintain maximum safety and reliability of 
your vehicle, you are advised to have maintenance 
and repairs carried out by a registered dealer who 
has the necessary technical training, specific tools 
and spare parts. 

After an accident, it is recommended to have the vehicle 
inspected and repaired by a registered dealer. 

SPARK PLUG INSPECTION OR REPLACEMENT

It is essential to use a resistive spark
suppressor and a resistive spark plug in
accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendations. 
We advise you to visit a registered dealer
for the replacement of these
components.

- The engine must be cold. 
• Open the saddle. 
• Remove the fairing under the saddle. 
• Disconnect the suppressor. 
• Remove the spark plug. 
• Measure the distance between the electrodes and 

correct it if necessary (A). 

A.Electrode gap: 0.7 to 0.8 mm. 

• Fit and screw in the spark plug manually. 
• Tighten the spârk plug with a spanner. 
- 1/8 - 1/4 turn for a reused spark plug. 
- 1/2 turn for a new spark plug. 

Ensure the suppressor is correctly 
clipped onto the spark plug. 
Have the torque quickly checked by a 
registered dealer. 

SERVICE OPERATIONS

Spark plug NGK CPR8EB
NGK CPR9EB

A
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CHECKING THE ENGINE OIL LEVEL

Too much oil will noticeably restrict the 
vehicle's performance. 

• Place the vehicle on its central stand on flat ground. 
• Start the engine, let it run for a few minutes and then 

stop it. 
• Wait a few minutes for the oil to stabilise
• Remove the cap/oil gauge (1). 
• Wipe dry the filler cap/gauge and fit it back but do not 

screw it into the filler hole. 
• Remove the filler cap/gauge and check the oil level. 
• The oil level shall not be between the minimum (A) and 

maximum (B) level marks without exceeding the latter. 
• Add oil if necessary. 

CHANGING THE ENGINE OIL

We advise you to go to a registered 
dealer for draining. 

Oil contains substances which are 
harmful to the environment. Your dealer is 
equipped to dispose of used oil without 
endangering the environment and in 
compliance with current standards. 

The engine must be drained when it is warm to allow the 
oil to run easier. 

• Park the vehicle on its stand. 
• Put on protective gloves. 
• Remove the cap/oil gauge. 
• Remove the drainage cap and its seal (2) and allow the 

oil to drip into a recipient. 
• Insert the drain plug fitted with a new seal. 
• Pour the required quantity of oil corresponding to the 

manufacturer's standards into the filler hole. 

• Fit the cap/oil gauge. 
• Start the engine and let it run for a short while. 
• Check and adjust the oil level if necessary. 
• Check that the oil drain plug is sealed. 

REPLACING THE OIL FILTER

We advise you to go to a registered 
dealer for draining. 

Oil contains substances which are 
harmful to the environment. Your dealer is 
equipped to dispose of used oil without 
endangering the environment and in 
compliance with current standards. 

• Remove the oil filter cartridge (3) using an oil filter 
wrench. 

• Lubricate the rubber seal of a new oil filter
• Fit a new cartridge tightened by hand and lock it with a 

1/4 turn. 
• If you use a socket type oil filter wrench with square 

fitting for use with a torque wrench, tighten the filter to 
14 Nm. 

B
A1

Engine oil SAE 5W40 Synthetic API 
SL/SJ

Quantity 2 l

2

3
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COOLANT LEVEL CHECK

The filler cap/gauge is located in the rear shield panel 
after removing the hatch. 

The coolant level must be cold checked 
regularly and topped up only with coolant 
recommended by the manufacturer. 

•Park the vehicle on its stand. 
• Remove the header tank cap. 
• Check the coolant level and if necessary top up in the 

header tank until level MAX is reached. 

AIR FILTER ELEMENT

• Park the vehicle on its stand. 
• Remove the air filter cover. 

• Remove the air filter. 
• Clean inside the air filter box. 
• Fit a new air filter. 
• Re-fit the cover. 
• Remove the inlet silencer drain plug to let humidity and 

oil drip out (4). 

THROTTLE CABLE PLAY

The play in the throttle control must be 3 to 5 mm on the 
handle (C). 

If the play is incorrect, use the setting nut to adjust it (5). 

TYRES

Tyre pressure. 
The tyre pressure must be checked once a 
month when cold. 

Incorrect pressure causes abnormal wear and 
affects road behaviour, thus making driving 
dangerous. 

Coolant Liquid PEUGEOT

MAX

MIN

4

Front 1.6 bars

Rear 2.4 bars

C

5
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Tyre wear. 
If the wear limit on the tread is reached (D), you are 
advised to go to a registered dealer to change the tyres. 

When replacing tyres, you are advised to 
mount tyres of the same brand and equivalent 
quality. In case of puncture, it is forbidden to 
mount an inner tube in a tubeless tyre. 

Each wheel has a pressure sensor fitted in the 
inflation valve. All tyre changes or repairs 
carried out on a wheel fitted with this system 
must be done by an approved dealer. 

When removing the front wheels, mark their 
mounting position on the vehicle. 

Tyres contain substances that are harmful to 
the environment. Your dealer is equipped to 
dispose of used tyres without endangering the 
environment in compliance with current 

standards. 

Anti-puncture aerosol. 
Anti-puncture aerosols must not be used due 
to the specific nature of the valves. 

BRAKE INSPECTION

We advise you to visit a registered dealer 
for the replacement of these 
components. 

Front brake pad wear. 

Rear brake pad wear. 

If one of the 2 brake pads is worn down to the minimum 
dimensions (A), the 2 brake pads must be changed. 

Brake fluid. 
The brake fluid levels must be checked 
regularly through the braking unit inspection 
window (F). 

If the level is close to the minimum mark, we 
advise you to go to a registered dealer to have 
the braking system checked and topped up if 
necessary. 

TWI
AD

A = 1.5mm

A = 1.5mm

Brake fluid DOT 4

MIN

MIN

F
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BATTERY

Make sure you check that the battery is 
disconnected before performing any 
operations on it. Battery power leads must 
never be disconnected while the engine is 

running. Batteries contain harmful products. In case of 
leakage, you are advised to consult a registered dealer 
who is equipped to replace and dispose of batteries 
without endangering nature and the environment. 

Battery charge
The battery must be charged in a well-ventilated area with 
a suitable charger that can feed a tenth of the battery 
capacity to avoid premature destruction. You are 
therefore advised to go to a registered dealer to carry out 
this operation. 

Batteries contain sulphuric acid. Do not allow it to come 
into contact with skin or eyes. While the battery is 
charging, it can release explosive gases. Keep sources 
of sparks, flames and incandescent products away from 
it. 

Maintenance-free batteries
A maintenance-free battery must never be 
opened for topping up. 

FUSES

The electrical system is protected by fuses placed near 
the battery. (fuses from F1 to F10)

If a fuse often blows this is usually a sign of a short circuit 
in the electrical circuit. You are advised to have the 
system checked by a registered dealer. 

Find the faulty fuse by looking at the condition of its 
filament. 

Before changing a fuse, you must find the 
reason for the fault and correct it. 

Always replace the faulty fuse with a fuse of 
the same rating. 

Fuse allocation.

40 20 10 15 5 20 5 20 5

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F10F9

F1
40A

Regulator
Fuse F6

F2
20A

"Side light" bulb
Lighting

F3
10A

HT coil
Motor-driven fan

Petrol injector
Lambda sensor
Injection ECU

F4
15A Accessory socket 12V

F5
5A

Instrument panel
Diagnostic plug 2

Side light relay
Accessory relay

F6
20A ECU anti-tilting

F7
5A

Rotating knob
ECU Smart-Key

Tyre pressure monitoring ECU

F8
20A

Stop light contact switch
Horn

ECU Smart-Key
Diagnostic plug 1

Injection relay
Injection ECU
ECU anti-tilting

Tyre pressure monitoring ECU

F9 Location for the manual start-up 
procedure

F10
5A Fuse for the manual start-up procedure
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BULB REPLACEMENT

You are advised to contact a registered 
dealer to have this operation carried out. 

Headlight bulbs.

The headlight bulbs can be accessed under the front 
panel of the vehicle. 

To facilitate access to the bulbs, place the vehicle on 
the central stand on flat ground.

• Looking through the side vents, remove the rubber 
protection and unhook the pin holding the bulb in 
place (1). 

• Remove the bulb from the headlight and disconnect the 
connector (2). 

• Fit an identical new bulb, ensuring it is fitted the right 
way round. 

Under certain climatic conditions (low 
temperatures, humidity). The presence of mist 
on the inside of the headlight glass is normal. 
It disappears a few minutes after the lights are 

switched on.. 

Number plate light bulb.

• Remove the lamp lens (3). 

You are advised to contact a registered 
dealer to have this operation carried out. 

HEADLIGHT ADJUSTMENT

Adjust using a knurled knob for each headlight, 
accessible under the front panel of the vehicle. 

To facilitate access to the adjustment knobs, place 
the vehicle on the central stand on flat ground. 

• Screw A for the left light. 
• Screw B for the right light. 

You are advised to contact a registered
dealer to have this operation carried out. 

Headlight bulb 12V - 60/55W

1

2 Number plate light bulb 12V - 5W

3

+ -+ -

AB
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	10. Opening control for front storage compartment
	11. Opening control for rear storage compartment
	12. Horn switch
	13. Indicators switch
	14. Dipped lights/Headlights switch
	15. Light flashing button
	16. Parking brake control
	17. Attachment for Smartphone bracket (Accessory)

	Instruments
	Display functions
	1. Clock.
	2. Engine temperature gauge.
	3. Tyre pressure monitoring.
	4. Battery charge indicator.
	5. Outside temperature gauge.
	6. On-board computer.
	7. Maintenance indicator.
	8. Fuel gauge/Fuel reserve gauge.
	A. Display control knob.


	- Set the time by successive pushes on the control button.
	- Change the tens figure for the minutes by successive presses on the settings button.
	- Press the settings button for more than 3 seconds to validate the clock setting.
	a. Front right wheel.
	b. Front left wheel.
	c. Rear wheel.

	- If the battery charge indicator flashes when moving, you are advised to have the battery charge system checked by an approved dealer.
	- The temperature shown is that read on the front of the vehicle.
	- The "risk of black ice" symbol comes on as soon as the temperature falls below3˚C (v).
	- The maintenance indicator appears on the display each time a service recommended by the manufacturer is due. The frequency is calculated by the on-board computer.
	- When the fuel tank is full all the segments of the fuel gauge are lit.
	- The fuel reserve gauge corresponds to the two last segments (r) which show two reserve levels.
	- When the tank is empty, all the segments on the fuel gauge are off and the "pump" symbol flashes (p).
	- If all the segments flash, the diagnostic function has detected an anomaly on the fuel gauge system. The system must be checked by an authorised dealer.
	On-board computer
	1. Milometer/Tripmeter (TRIP).
	2. Autonomy indicator.
	3. Instantaneous consumption indicator/Average consumption indicator.
	A. Display control knob.
	B. Select key "MODE".


	- Each time the ignition is switched on, the on-board computer displays the remaining kilometers until the next vehicle service (m).
	- When the kilometers reach zero, the maintenance symbol is displayed on the multi- function display (6).
	- The tripmeter displays and stores the number of kilometres travelled by the vehicle. The machine total kilometres remains in the memory when the battery is disconnected.
	- The tripmeter displays and stores the number of kilometers travelled during a given period.
	- The vehicle's trip meter remains in the memory even when the battery is disconnected.
	Changing from the total distance display to the daily distance display.

	- With the ignition on, you can switch between the trip meter and the total kilometers meter by a quick press on the settings button (A) or by pressing the selection button for longer than 3 seconds (MODE (B)).
	Resetting the tripmeter.

	- Resetting the tripmeter is done from the TRIP position.
	- With the ignition switched on, the trip meter can only be reset by pressing the settings button (A) for longer than 3 seconds.
	- The speed of the vehicle exceeds 11 km/h.
	4. Select key "MODE"
	Left controls.
	5. Horn switch.
	6. Indicators switch.
	7. Dipped light switch/High beam.
	8. Light flashing button.

	Central controls.
	9. Hazard warning light switch.
	10. Electric parking brake button.


	- The speed of the vehicle must be less than 3 km/h.
	Smart-key key, rotating knob and openings
	Key smart-key
	Emergency key.
	Worn out battery.
	Changing the battery.



	- Remove the emergency key.
	- Unclip the cover on the key Smart-Key.
	- Remove the worn out battery.
	- Fit the new key, ensuring it is the right way round.
	- Clip the cover on
	- Refit the emergency key in its housing.
	Replacement or need for additional card.
	Rotating knob
	A. stop position.
	B. On position.
	C. Steering unlocked.

	Openings
	Glove box.
	Storage compartments.
	B. Opening button for front storage compartment.
	C. Button for opening rear storage compartment.


	Equipments
	Adjustable windshield.


	- Press simultaneously on the buttons and move the windshield up or down according to the desired position.
	Storage compartment / Accessory socket.
	Utility hanger.
	Adjustable driver's backrest.

	- Open the front storage compartment.
	- Use the male offset wrench (A) to unscrew the 2 screws (B).
	- Move the backrest forwards or backwards to the desired position.
	- Tighten the 2 screws.
	- Fit the male wrench back into its housing.
	- Close the storage compartment.
	Storage compartment lighting.
	Checks to perform before use
	Inspection before setting off

	Advice for starting up and driving
	Warning
	Starting the engine
	Driving
	Starting off
	Accelerating and decelerating
	Braking

	Fuel-Fuel saving


	- Open the front storage compartment.
	- Remove the tank cap.
	Running in the engine
	Stopping the vehicle and parking

	- On the central stand or on its wheels with the anti- tilting system activated.
	Repair procedures
	Procedure for opening storage compartments


	- Remove the plastic cover at the back right side of the vehicle and unlock the rear storage compartment using the emergency key.
	- Unlock the front storage compartment by moving the lock to the right (B).
	- Open the front storage compartment.
	Manual start-up procedure
	1. Open the front storage compartment as described above.
	2. Remove the 3 screws from the battery cover using the male wrench attached under the saddle.
	3. Move the fuse F10 (5A) from its position to position (A).
	4. Press the rotating knob for 10 seconds. The lighted surround lights up.
	5. Press the front storage compartment control button the number of times corresponding to the first figure of the code (Saddle).
	6. Press the rear storage compartment button to validate the first figure. The lighted surround flashes once (Tailgate).
	7. Press the front storage compartment control button the number of times corresponding to the second figure of the code.
	8. Press the rear storage compartment button to validate the second figure. The lighted surround flashes once.
	9. Repeat the same operation for the 3 other figures.


	- Press on the rotating knob to activate the system and turn it to the "ON" position. The lighted surround lights up.
	- The system is unlocked and the engine can be started.
	Procedure for manual unlocking of the anti-tilting system

	- Park the vehicle on its stand.
	- Remove the plastic cover.
	- Using the flat wrench, unscrew the nut (1).
	- Remove the control from its holder.
	Procedure for manual unlocking of the parking brake

	- Park the vehicle on its stand.
	- Turn the parking brake adjustment nut sufficiently to be able to loosen the control and free rotation of the wheel.
	Service operations
	Maintenance advice
	Spark plug inspection or replacement


	- The engine must be cold.
	A. Electrode gap: 0.7 to 0.8 mm.

	- 1/8 - 1/4 turn for a reused spark plug.
	- 1/2 turn for a new spark plug.
	Checking the engine oil level
	Changing the engine oil
	Replacing the oil filter
	Coolant level check
	Air filter element
	Throttle cable play
	Tyres
	Tyre pressure.
	Tyre wear.
	Anti-puncture aerosol.

	Brake inspection
	Front brake pad wear.
	Rear brake pad wear.
	Brake fluid.

	Battery
	Battery charge
	Maintenance-free batteries

	Fuses
	Fuse allocation.

	Bulb replacement
	Headlight bulbs.

	Headlight adjustment


	Insérer depuis : "NOT_METRO_04B_GB.pdf"
	- The engine speed must be greater than 2800 rpm with the driver sitting on the saddle.


